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01-06-2020 This is an application under Section 439 Cr'P'C' filed by

one Puspa Sagar seeking bail for accused Nirakar sagar in

connection with Mazbat P.s. case No. 37120 under section

393/34 I.P.C.

Order sheet reveals that Case Diary has been called

twice but the I/o failed to submit the case Diary without

assigning any reason thereof'

Perusal of FIR reveals that on 30-04-2020, accused

persons allegedly stopped the vehicle bearing registration No'

AS12 BC 5088 belonging to informant by putting stones on the

road. Thereafter, accused persons again tried to stop the

same vehicle at Dhunseri Tea Estate with a view to commit

robbery on the rice carried by the vehicle'

Learned counsel for accused submitted that a false and

imaginary case has been made out against the accused

without any valid reason. Therefore, the learned counsel

pressed for bail of accused person.

Having considered the submission of the learned

counsel and on perusal of the record it transpires that I/o

failed to produce the case Diary in spite of direction issued on

two occasions. Moreover, the learned counsel appears to be

right as restraining a truck carrying rice bags by accused on

two places by putting stones on the road is unlikely as the

accused person cannot do the same at the same time that too

at reasonable distance from the previous place. Therefore,

given the nature of allegation, this court is also of the view

that right of individual cannot be halted merely on the basis of

some unsubstantiated allegation. Therefore, considering all

the attending facts and circumstances accused Nirakar sagar
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is enlarged on bail of Rs. 10,000/_(ten thousand) with onelocar surety of rike amount to the satisfaction of learned ErekaMagistrate, in default to jail.

Accordingly the bail petition stands disposed.
Let the C.D. be sent back in seal cover.


